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Art Contest Awards

Exploding Arthropods

February 27, 2016
Special thanks to:

• Area art teachers

• IFFF Art Contest Judges
  – Vanessa Gabel
  – Josh Gibson
  – Nick Anderson
A note on the *Salon des Refusés*
Honorable Mentions
Age Category Awards
Grades K-2
3rd place
David W.

“The Cordyceps”
2\textsuperscript{nd} place

Oscar V.

“Explosion of Butterflies”
1st place
Sofia W.

“Explosion in the Cornfield”
Age Category Awards
Grades 3-5
3rd place
Rachel L.

“Sea Dragon”
2\textsuperscript{nd} place
Grace K.

“Dragonfly KABOOM!!!”
1\textsuperscript{st} place
Noor E.B.

“Butterfly Explosion”
Age Category Awards
Grades 6-8
3rd place
Erin M.

“Green Lacewing”
2nd Place
Theo J.

“Giant Mutant Butterfly Attacks Chicago”
1\textsuperscript{st} place
Elizabeth T.

“Romalea guttata”
Age Category Awards
Grades 9-12
3rd place
Emma R.

“Ant Head”
2nd place
Rachel J.

“Aviator at the Dragonfly Pond”
1st place
Annie H.

“Bugs on the Gogh”
Special Categories
Most Realistic
Sanaiya L.

“Boom Bug (Bombardier Beetle)”
Best Insect Parody of Classic Art
Zoya A.

“Bug Scream of Terror”
Best Use of Alternative Mediums

Noam D. K.

“Before Humans”
Best Representation of a Geological Event

Max C.

“The Great Explosion”
Best in Show
Claire W.

“Bombtastic Crabs”